
 
 

 

Android or iPad tablet device training 
 

Overview and introduction 
 
There are two main types of tablet device available on the market today. The first is 
the iPad, which is made by Apple and runs on an iOS operating system and the 
second is Android which are produced by a large number of technology companies. 
The iPad is very reliant on Apple software and Apps, whereas an Android tablet is 
more flexible to use other company’s software. Each has it’s pro’s and con’s, this 
session is designed to cover the basics of both tablets and general information that 
applies to all tablet devices. Tablets are lightweight and often small in size. 
Therefore, they are portable and accessible when any photo opportunity arises. They 
provide a computer and compact camera in one, allowing users to carry them 
around with ease. 
 

Tablet photo and camera features 
 
The majority of tablets will have a camera on the front and the back, this allows the 
user to take photos as if looking through a digital camera and also take self portraits.  
 
If the orientation is unlocked, then once the camera is turned from a portrait 
position to a landscape one, the camera will change too. If filming, the camera 
should be in the landscape position to fit with the standard of 16:9 used in modern 
screens.  
 
A tablet will also have a video feature, this can be used to simply document 
something important to your lesson and shown to the class or manipulated in a 
video-editing app. These apps simply allow you to cut, re-arrange and alter footage 
taken on the tablet. Magisto is a great free app which allows users to edit their own 
videos and add audio tracks. 
 
Tablets contain folders so any photos taken or stored on the tablet can be properly 
organised and labelled. Having a clear structure to where your photos are will save 
lots of time when a specific photo needs to be located.  
 
 

Photo Editing 
 
Photoshop Express is made by Adobe and is a pocket edition of the reputable 
PhotoShop for PC or Mac. Many of the features are the same, however some of the 



more complex adjustment tools have been left out to save space. This app is free for 
iOS and Android tablets, which makes it a great app for photo editing. Some of the 
controls can be a little bit confusing but prior knowledge or experience with 
Photoshop on a computer will aid in understanding the symbols for the controls. 
 
Another App which creates fun effects is Frametastic, this app is free but only 
available on iOS. The app allows users to create collages of photos in a large range of 
pre-set frames. It also has editing features which allow the user to alter their images 
and add colour filters. This could be a useful tool in learning as it gives photos a 
unique feel which promotes memory of its contents. 
 

Sharing and backing up images 
 
Linking photos and documents from a tablet to a computer or printer can be difficult 
because of the lack of USB ports and some compatibility issues. A simple way to get 
around this is to use a programme such as Dropbox, which can be downloaded onto 
your computer and tablet, linking any documents placed in the programme. It also 
acts as a back-up hard-drive as it will save any files you place into it, online for you to 
access from any computer or tablet. Files can also be saved as offline so the 
documents or photos can be viewed when WiFi is unavailable. 
 
Tablets offer different file sharing programmes that can also be used as an online 
back-up of documents. Files can be shared between devices or saved online in case 
of loss or damage to tablet. These services are usually free for a small allocation of 
space and available when purchasing a new tablet. 
 

Essential apps to aid photography and teaching 
 
A useful app which comes with almost all tablets are the notes or reminders apps. 
They are great for writing lists or ideas that you will always have with you. The 
reminders can alert you to any meetings or appointments which you have 
programmed in.  
 
In photography, a light-meter can be a very useful tool if learning to use a camera in 
manual mode. There are many free light reading apps which tell you the aperture, 
shutter speed and ISO levels needed for a certain shot. Another useful tool is a Spirit 
level; these are available in app form on most tablet devices, they are very useful for 
landscapes or promotional photos where the level is very important. 
 
An app such as ‘PicLab HD’ allows the user to place typography over a photo, and 
allows them to alter the size, font and colour of the text. It is available on most 
tablets and costs £1.49. The use of typographic images promotes memory as it 
connects a visual with the text, for example; a famous quote with an accompanying 
photo. This is great for use in power points or print-outs. A similar app (only 
available on the iPad) called ‘Path On’ allows the user to draw a path where the text 
would to sit and allows them to adjust the fonts, letter spacing and alignment. This 
app is also priced at £1.49. 



 

Lesson plan ideas for photo projects 
 
- Photo journals or blogs are a great way to maintain frequency in taking photos. The 
beauty of using a tablet as a camera means that the user can take it anywhere with 
them and document the world around them. This task also promotes creativity as 
the display of photos taken is vital to a journal or blog. Also computer and internet 
skills are required to create an interesting blog. Many blog templates are available 
online, most have an app which allows user to adapt their blog on a tablet and 
shows statistics of views and comments. 
 
- Editing apps can take a little time to understand as there are usually few words, 
buttons are usually portrayed by symbols as there is limited space on the screen. 
Therefore, a good way to learn the software is to be set a task in which to edit a 
photo to create a desired effect. For example; to take a seemingly normal portrait 
photo and to edit it so that the end outcome is sinister and scary. This aids in 
learning preferred meanings of editing effects while also learning how to control the 
app. 
 
- For students to incorporate photography into their everyday lives and get into a 
routine of using their camera daily. There are many apps available which allow users 
to take a photo of themselves everyday with the aim to create a time-lapse video of 
their physical changes over a set period of time. If apps are unavailable to students, 
then they can simply take photos of themselves using the front facing camera and 
compile them into a video at the end. The Apps which specialise in this, simplify the 
process and allow the user to line up their face with the previous day’s photo. This 
teaches students to document changes and also incorporates time-lapse. 
 


